
Second Grade Mid-term Syllabus 

Virsa 

Written(in Punjabi): 

 How to write numbers in Punjabi; Numbers 1-50 

 Days of the Week (before and after) 

 12 months of year 

 4 seasons 

 4 directions 

 Colors 

 Reading Comprehension (Imandari and Guru Nanak Dev Ji Sakhis) 

o sakhi will be provided in the mid-term 

o question answers should be in full sentences 

o making sentences from words in sakhi 

o fill-in the blank 

 History Question 1-90 

o *spelling doesn’t count, but answer should be comprehendible  

o give to the point answers, not required to write in full sentences 

o no questions with dates 

*Spelling counts in all other written, but History Questions 

Oral: 

 Japji Sahib Pauris 1-19  

o Pauris 1-15 should be memorized 

o Pauris 16-19 can be read from the book 

 Dictation (from anywhere) 

 Reading from the book (one paragraph) 

 

Grammar 

1. Be able to write the definition of word, noun and pronoun in Punjabi. You will not be asked to 

write the definition for types of nouns. You will be asked to match the definition to its type and give 

examples on your own.  

2. Know your types of nouns. You will be given a list of words. You will be asked to categorize the 

words by their types. 

3. Be able write the four rules of changing singular words into plural and vice versa. You will be 

asked to write the short form of the rules as we have been practicing in class. 

4. You will be asked to identify pronouns, verbs, and auxiliary verbs in given sentences.  



5. Be able to change the gender along with the verb for given sentences. We did this for homework 

and in class. Spelling counts. Use your book to study for opposite genders. Review the list of verbs 

attached to help you study. 

6. Be able to change the sentence from singular to plural and from plural to singular. Spelling 

counts. We did this for homework and in class. 

 

 


